Note Corrections to Original 2016 DPG Awards:

The positions below were **AWARDED IN ERROR** and are hereby awarded as follows.

All other positions remain as previously awarded.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Awards</th>
<th>Amt</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Gang</th>
<th>Awarded To</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| DPG-16-0005-A       | 5   | Laborer                      | R-8 Rail Gang | KR Haistead
|                     |     |                              |               | DP Snyder
|                     |     |                              |               | JS Fantaskey
|                     |     |                              |               | DC Noldy
|                     |     |                              |               | EA Nichols
| DPG-16-0007-A       | 1   | Rail Heating Machine Operator| R-10 Rail Gang | JR Robinson
| DPG-16-0007-A       | 5   | Laborer                      | R-10 Rail Gang | RC French, Jr.
|                     |     |                              |               | BD Musick
|                     |     |                              |               | DJ Reardon
|                     |     |                              |               | CA Earle
|                     |     |                              |               | JB Ambrose
| DPG-16-0008-A       | 5   | Laborer                      | R-11 Rail Gang | SA Douglas
|                     |     |                              |               | ES Patterson
|                     |     |                              |               | SE Cox
|                     |     |                              |               | WC Parker, Jr.
|                     |     |                              |               | CS Mosier
| DPG-16-0009-A       | 2   | Foreman/CDLBHN               | R-12 Rail Gang | KE White
|                     |     |                              |               | AJ Atkins
| DPG-16-0009-A       | 2   | Rail Anchor Machine Operator  | R-12 Rail Gang | AS Nichols
|                     |     |                              |               | JC Dodson
| DPG-16-0009-A       | 1   | Rail Heating Machine Operator | R-12 Rail Gang | AE Bullman
| DPG-16-0009-A       | 1   | Laborer/CDLBHN               | R-12 Rail Gang | DS Taylor
| DPG-16-0015-A       | 13  | Laborer                      | TS-2 Timber & Surfacing Gang | MP Roberts
|                     |     |                              |               | TL Manning
|                     |     |                              |               | JT Hoover
|                     |     |                              |               | PA Myers
|                     |     |                              |               | JD Hayes
|                     |     |                              |               | CD Moyers
|                     |     |                              |               | CW Gass
|                     |     |                              |               | TM Hairston
|                     |     |                              |               | JD Hedden
|                     |     |                              |               | DJ Riggs
|                     |     |                              |               | JD Craig
|                     |     |                              |               | MA Vannatter II
|                     |     |                              |               | LJ Bartelson
| DPG-16-0017-A       | 3   | Laborer                      | TS-15 Timber & Surfacing Gang | 3 No Valid Applicants
| DPG-16-0023-A       | 1   | Multiple Tie Drilling Machine Operator | TS-33 Timber & Surfacing Gang | CB Dillon
|                     |     |                              |               | TS Moffitt
| DPG-16-0023-A       | 1   | Walking Spiker Machine Operator | TS-33 Timber & Surfacing Gang | DW McDonald
| DPG-16-0023-A       | 5   | Laborer                      | TS-33 Timber & Surfacing Gang | CS Short
|                     |     |                              |               | TC Tyler
|                     |     |                              |               | 3 No Valid Applicants